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We give a formal description of a new transformation technique for declarative Horn clause 
programs. Our method allows the compilation of control information. We introduce the 
notion of an instantiation-based computation rule and present an algorithm to transform a 
given pair (P, q), consisting of a Horn clause program P and a query pattern q for P, into a 
new program P.~.. which, for the given query pattern, will behave in the same way, under the 
standard computation rule of Prolog, as the original program P behaves under a specified 
instantiation-based computation rule, We prove the soundness and completeness of the 
method and discuss its relation to existing techniques for the specification fcontrol rules and 
the transformation f logic programs. 
I. Introduction 
Separating the logic component from the control component of programs is an important 
research topic in the area of automated programming. More precisely, one aims at the 
development of highly declarative languages and, within these languages, at a program- 
ming style where, in a first phase, one is only concerned with the declarative aspect--the 
specification--of the problem, whereas the procedural information--the control-- is only 
added in a second phase and preferably in an automatic or semi-automatic way (see 
Biermann, 1976). 
Logic programming seems especially well suited for this methodology and since the 
ALGORITHM = LOGIC + CONTROL equation of Kowalski (1979), many researchers 
have made interesting contributions. We can distinguish two approaches. A first group 
investigates the problem of transforming first order logic specifications into Horn clause 
programs, e.g., Hogger (1981), Lloyd & Topor (1984) and Sato & Tamaki (1984). A 
second deals with finding ways of obtaining a more efficient execution for Horn clause 
programs that are inefficient under the depth-first left-to-right computation rule of Prolog 
(the standard computation rule). Our work can be situated in the latter. 
Naish (1985a) gives an excellent survey of the major techniques used to manipulate the 
control of logic programs. We can distinguish two basically different approaches: (1) 
executing the control information at runtime, (2) compiling the control information, 
giving rise to a new program that is executable under the standard computation rule. 
A technique using compilation is sketched in Bruynooghe et aL (1986, 1988). A 
trace obtained from a symbolic execution of the program guided by an ideal computation 
rule is used to synthesize a new program that has the same behaviour as displayed in the 
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trace, but under the standard computation rule. Bruynooghe t al. (1988) contains a 
rather informal description of the suggested technique, whereas in this paper a more 
theoretically founded and algorithmic approach is given, going into more technical detail 
on the automation of the technique and also proving some correctness results. 
The idea to use a trace of the computation for the automatic synthesis of a new 
program originates from Biermann (1972). In his work, the trace is a sequence of couples, 
each consisting of a state and a corresponding action. He describes how a recursive 
program is derived which performs the computation displayed in the trace and has a 
minimal number of instructions. He associates a flowchart to the trace, each node 
representing a different action, each arc a different state. This reveals the recursive pattern 
usually hidden in the trace. Applied to Horn-clause logic programs, the states correspond 
to goal statements occurring during the execution of the program and the actions to the 
selection of a subgoal and the application of a clause. 
As for most of the source-to-source program transformation techniques in logic and 
functional programming, our technique bears some resemblance to the unfold/foM 
method of Burstall & Darlington (1977). The elaboration of the trace by expanding Horn 
clauses from the original program corresponds tounfolding. Synthesizing the new clauses 
is similar to folding. The main difference, however, is that we succeeded in eliminating the 
need for an Eureka input from the user, which is often essential with the unfold/fold 
method. In our technique, the introduction of new predicates, on which folding can be 
performed, is part of the automated process. 
This is also the case with the technique of supercompilation described by Turchin 
(1986). It is similar to ours, but developed for a functional language Refal. The basic 
steps here are driving (unfolding) and the declaration of basic configurations and their 
generalization (Eureka and folding). Turchin (1986) gives a high-level description of the 
technique and an overview of the wide range of its potential applications. Technical 
details on the method are, to our knowledge, not available. 
Section 2 starts with some basic definitions. Then, in section 3, the class of instantiation- 
based computation rules is introduced. These are the rules our transformation system can 
deal with. The synthesis technique is described in detail in section 4. Also, some 
correctness results are given. In the last section, we compare the method to some existing 
techniques for the specification and compilation of control rules and discuss some 
remaining problems. 
2. Preliminaries 
The language for which the transformation technique is designed is that of pure Horn 
clause logic with the SLD-resolution mechanism of Prolog. In this language, a program 
is a finite set of Horn clauses which are of the form: 
and a goal clause or query 
A~B1,  B2 . . . . .  B,, n>~O 
*--Q,,Q2 . . . . .  Q,, n>>-i, 
where A, B1,//2 . . . .  , Bn and QI, Q2, . . . ,  Q, are atomic formula of the form 
P(tl, t2 . . . . .  tin), m >~0, 
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with an m-ary predicate symbol P and terms tl, t2 . . . . .  t,,. Terms are either variables, 
constants or are constructed from functors whose arguments are again terms. 
A program is activated by the query. The computation rule selects a subgoal Q,. from 
the query: the search rule selects a clause A ~ B 1, B2 . . . . .  B~ whose left-hand side (head), 
A, has the same predicate symbol as Q~. An attempt is made to find a most general unifier 
(mgu) 0 such that Q~O = AO (for the clause a fresh set of variables is supplied). The query 
is replaced by the new goal 
, -Q lO , . . . ,Q i _ lo ,  B10 . . . . .  B,O, Q l+ lO, . . . ,Q f l ,  
if the unification succeeds. With a depth first strategy, the computation always proceeds 
with the most recently generated goal for which there are untried clauses matching the 
selected subgoal Q,.. The original query succeeds when the empty goal is derived and the 
composition of all mgu's applied on the variables of the original query yields the 
answer. All solutions are generated when all selected subgoals have exhausted their 
candidate clauses. 
The order in which the subgoais in the query are selected for unification is determined 
by the computation rule. The standard computation rule of prolog selects ubgoals from 
left to right from the query. For a given query, we can represent the execution o f  a 
program under such a rule in a trace tree. The different goals obtained during the 
execution are the nodes in the tree. The trace tree contains an arc from one goal to 
another for every successful resolution step. The mgu is added as a label on the arc (for 
simplicity we will only specify the substitutions caused on the variables of the subgoal). 
The sequence of resolution steps performed by the theorem prover is found by tracing the 
tree depth-first, left-to-right. 
Before giving an example to illustrate this, we sum up some conventions. Variable 
names start with a lower case character, constants, functors and predicate names with an 
upper case character. The infix notation x.y is used to denote a list with head x and tail 
y. The example program is Slowsort, consisting of the following Horn clauses: 
Sort(x, y) *-- Perm(x, y),Ord(y). 
Perm(Ni/, Nil) ~ .  
Perm(x.y, u.v) ~ Del(u, x.y, w), Perm(w, v). 
Del(x, x.y, y) +--. 
Del(x, y.u.t, y.v) *- Del(x, u.t, v). 
Ord(Nil) *--. 
Ord(x.Nil) +-- 
Ord(x.y.z) ~ x <~ y, Ord(y.z). 
This program sorts a list of numbers by first permuting it and next testing whether the 
permuted list is ordered. With an initial query ~ Sort(2.1.Nil, x), we get the trace tree of 
Fig. 1. 
3. Instantiation-Based Computation Rules 
The problem studied in this paper is the following: given P, a set of Horn clauses, and 
q, a query pattern representing a set of queries, 
(1) Formulate a computation rule C(P, q), based solely on the instantiation patterns of 
the goal statements which can occur during the execution of #z for queries in the set 
defined by q; 
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Sort( 2,1.Nil, x) 
Perm(2.1.Ni l ,  x ) ,0 rd(x )  
X :'= U.V 
Del( u, 2.1.Nil, w),Perm( w, v), 0rd(u.v) 
J u  := w = 2. l .Ni l  
Perm( 1.Nil, v),Ord(2.v) 
V : 'm UI-V 1 
Del( ul ,  1.NU, wl ) ,Perm( wl, v l ) ,Ord(2.Ul .Vt)  
l ul :- 1, Nil wl_-. 
Perrn( N i l ,  V l ) ,Ord(2.1.v l )  
i v1 := Nil 
0rd(2.1.Nil) 
2 ~< 1,Ord(1.Nil) 
/ 
fai3, 
W 2.~ 2 :m 
Del( u, 1.Nil. wz),Perm( 2.','r v ) ,Ord(u .v )  
u := 1. w2 := Ni l  
Perm( 2.Nil, v).Ord(1.v) 
V := l12.V 2 
Del( u2, 2.Nil, w2),Perm( w2. vz),Ord(1.uz.v2) 
t u2 := 2, w2 :- Nil 
Perm( Nil, v2).Ord(1.2.v2) 
I v2 := Nil 
Ord(1.2.Nil) 
f 
1 ~ 2,0rd(2.Nil) 
i 
Ord(2.Ni l )  
ca 
Fig. 1. Trace tree for,-Sort (2.l.Nil) under the standard computation rule of Prolog. 
(2). Transform P into a program whose trace, under the standard computation rule, 
for queries of type q is equivalent to the trace of  P under the instantiation-based 
computation rule C(P, q). 
To achieve these goals, we need a sufficiently powerful notation for expressing the 
instantiation patterns. For this purpose we introduce two alphabets Ao and A 1, which will 
allow us to make abstraction of goal statements at two distinct levels. A 0 serves the 
highest level of abstraction and contains only three constants: g, v and any; g will be used 
as an abstraction of ground terms, v as an abstraction of variables and any as an 
abstraction of terms which are irrelevant for the computation rule. 
To allow a lower level of abstraction, exhibiting more features of the concrete goal 
statements, namely multiple occurrences of a same variable and constants used in the 
given set of clauses P, we introduce a second alphabet A~. It contains the constants 
occurring in P in addition to two sets of variables: gf and vt, is  Mo. The g~. will be used as 
abstractions of ground terms, the vl as abstractions of variables. 
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With these alphabets, we can now define A~-instantiation-terms and A,.-instantiation- 
atoms. 
DEFINITION 3.1. An A,--instantiation-term is either an element of A i or an expression of 
the form 
f(t l ,  t2, . . . , t,), 
where t~, t2 . . . . .  t,, are A,.-instantiation-terms, f is an n-ary functor and n >1 1. 
DEFINITION 3.2. An A,--instantiation-atom is an expression of the form 
P(h, t2 . . . . .  t,,), 
where h, ta . . . . .  t~ are Aj-instantiation-terms, P is an n-ary predicate symbol and n >/0. 
The query pattern q is an Al-instantiation-atom, with a predicate symbol P occurring 
in P. Also, given the fixed, finite set of Horn clauses P and q, we denote Ui(g ~, q) the class 
of all A,.-instantiation-atoms P(tt, t2, . . . ,  t,,) with P a predicate symbol occurring in g~ 
and h, t2 . . . . .  t,, A,.-instantiation-terms containing only functions occurring either in P or 
in q. Obviously, q E Ui( P, q). 
We are ready to define some functions which will be useful throughout the remainder 
of the paper. The function F maps A~-instantiation-atoms intoA0-instantiation-atoms as 
follows: in a first step, all terms that are gi or constant are replaced by g and all terms 
that are v~ by v; then, the obtained A0-instantiation-atom is simplified as far as possible 
in a second step, by repeatedly replacing terms of the form f(g, g . . . . .  g) by g. Next, we 
have a set of functions F,., i~/0,  mapping elements from Uo(P,q) into elements of 
Uo(P, q) by discarding information: some terms in the atom are replaced by any. The 
composition of F and F,. is denoted ~. 
A final ingredient necessary for the definition of an instantiation-based computation 
rule is the computation mode, which is a variable that can either take the value expand or 
solve. The value expand expresses that the subgoal selected from a set of pending goals 
has to be expanded for a single resolution step, whereas olve means that the subgoal has 
to be solved completely under the standard computation rule. The solve mode is 
introduced for pragmatic reasons. Often, certain parts of the program behave well under 
the standard computation rule and can be left untouched. 
DEFINITION 3.3. An instantiation-based computation rule C(P, q) for (P, q) is a set of 
triplets (S, s, c), where S is finite set of members of Uo(P, q), s eS, and c is a computation 
mode. 
As an example of how such a set C(P, q) can serve as a computation rule, we examine 
the program Slowsort. An  appropriate top-level query pattern q is Sort(gx, vt). A possible 
computation rule is: 
{({Sort(g, v)}, Sort(g, v), expand), 
({Perm(g, v), Ord(v)}, Perm(g, v), expand), 
({Ord(g) }, Ord(g), expand), 
({Del(v, g, v), Perm(v, v), Ord(v.v) }, Del(v, g, v), solve), 
({Perm(g, v), Ord(g.v)}, Perm(g, v), expand), 
({Del(v, g, v), Perm(v, v), Ord(g.v.v)}, Del(v, g, v), solve), 
({Perm(g, v), Ord(g.g.v) }, Ord(g.g.v), expand), 
({g ~<g, Perm(g, v), Ord(g.v)}, g ,<,<g, solve)}. 
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It is the task of the computation rule to select a subgoal o from a goal statement O. This 
selection proceeds as follows. First, the goal statement O is mapped in a set T of 
At-instantiation-atoms. This is achieved by renaming variables by A~-variables of type v; 
and renaming constants by A i-variables of type g~. Next, one searches for a triplet (S, s, c) 
in C(P, q) such that there exists a function ~,. with ~,-(T) = S. Then, the subgoal selected 
from O is chosen among those goals oj such that their corresponding tjeT satisfy 
~.(tj) = s. The choice is made according to a fixed rule, e.g. the subgoal that most recently 
obtained the A0-instantiation pattern of s (although usually, only one subgoal satisfies the 
condition). The computation mode prescribes whether o has to be expanded or com- 
pletely solved. 
T1 
Sort(gl.vx) 
I 
"r~ 
Per'm(gx.vl), Ord(vl) 
gx:-.. Nil J ~ gx:- g2,g3 
vl.  N I I ~  Vl:- v2.v3 
"Is "1"4 
Ord(Nil) Del(v2.g2.ga.v4), Perm(v4,v3), 0rd(v2.v3) 
/ I"1 v2: s g,t V4:" g$ 
T5 
-Perm(gs.v3), Ord(g4.v3) 
gs : -N i l J  ~ gs:- g.6-g, 
Va:- N iy  ~ vs.- v6.v, 
"1"6 T7 
Ord(g4.Nil) Del(v6.gs.gv,vs), Perm(vs,vv), Ord(g4.v6.vT) 
' / [] v6:" gs 
V8:" g9 
T8 
Perm(gg.vT), Ord(g4.gs.v 7) 
I 
T9 
Perm(gg.vT). g4 <~ gs. Ord(gs.vT) 
J 
'I'1o 
/'~m(gg.v~). Ord(gs.vT) 
/ \ 
Fig. 2. Symbolic trace tree of Slowsort. The selected subgoal is in italic (e.g. Perm (g~. v0). 
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With the above computation rule for (Slowsort, Sort(gl, vl)), we can develop a trace of 
the computation in terms of Al-instantiation-atoms as shown in Fig. 2. Such a tree is 
called a symbolic trace tree. It is obtained by executing the query pattern--which is an 
A l-atom--against the program. Before applying a clause, its variables are renamed by 
fresh Arvariables of type v;. We apply normal unification (v~, gs are variables) except for 
the following cases: when a v~ is matched with a gj the substitution vf,= gs is generated. 
When matching a gi with f (  . . . .  vj,. . .), gi,=f( . . . .  v j , . . . )  and vj,=gk are generated. 
When the computation rule prescribes olve for the selected subgoal (e.g. Delete(...) in 
Fig. 2), one has to express the effect of completely solving the subgoal on the v;'s 
occurring in it. In this case, there may be more than one resulting substitution-causing 
a branching point in the symbolic trace tree. Each of them is obtained as the composition 
of all the substitutions occurring in a sequence of expansions leading from the selected 
subgoal to a success node. 
The trace of a concrete query is obviously an instance of a subtree of the symbolic trace 
tree. Indeed, the gt are now concrete ground terms and the substitutions of the symbolic 
trace tree are either subject to further unification--which may fail (e.g. gt '=g2.g3 with 
concrete value g l '= Nil) or become further ins tantiated (e.g. v l '=gz with value g2,= 4). 
Also, some subgoals with computation mode solve can fail (e.g. g4 <~ gs)- 
The symbolic trace tree is an abstraction of the traces of all concrete queries covered 
by q. Constructing the symbolic trace tree is a form of abstract interpretation. The usual 
abstract interpretation of logic programs aims at constructing an abstract AND/OR tree 
whose nodes are procedure calls, e.g. (Bruynooghe et al., 1987). The abstraction describes 
properties of these procedure calls which can be exploited, for example, by a compiler 
during code generation. Our case is quite distinct. Our interest is not in individual calls, 
but in whole goal statements, i.e. in the OR-tree. Similar as in abstract interpretation, the 
main problem is to obtain a finite abstraction. To achieve this, we have to uncover 
recursive patterns in the OR-tree and find adequate generalizations (fixpoints) of the 
abstract goal statements. 
A precise description of the states that are reachable within the symbolic trace tree, 
starting from q and using C(P, q) is as follows: 
DEFINITION 3.4. A set T of A t-instantiation-atoms of U~(P, q) is a reachable state under 
the computation rule C(P, q) if either: 
1. T= {q}. 
2. T=(T_~\{t_a}wb)O,  
where: 
T_j is a reachable state under C(P, q), 
t_ l~T_l .  
h +- b is a clause in P whose literals are properly renamed as A ~-instantiafion- 
atoms, 
0 is a most general unifier of h and t_ 
and such that 
3 (S, s, expand) 6C(P, q) and 3 ~.: 
~(T_ l )  = S and ~,.(t_t) =s. 
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3. T=(T_ , \{ t_ ,} )O.  
with the same meaning for the symbols as in 2, except hat 
1. 0 is the composition of all most general unifiers occurring in a solution for t_ 
(using properly renamed clauses). 
2. The selected element of C(P, q) is of type (S, s, solve). 
A computation rule is called complete if it selects at least one subgoal in every 
reachable state, it is called well defined if it selects at most one in every reachable state. 
The condition complete ensures that whatever top-level query q0 of type q we start off 
with, the rule will never guide the computation into a state for which no further 
guidelines are available. On the other hand, the condition well defined guarantees that 
only one triplet is applicable and thus the selected subgoal is uniquely determined. 
A general proof procedure that can determine whether or not a given computation rule 
is well defined and complete is hard to formulate. The most obvious approach to deal 
with the problem is based on a proof by induction. For instance, the computation rule for 
Slowsort is both well defined and complete. This follows by induction from the fact that 
the conditions are satisfied up till state Tl0 and that Tt0 is merely a renaming of T s. In 
general, similar, although much more sophisticated arguments will be necessary. We will 
return to the issue in section 5. 
In this paper, we impose two further restrictions on the computation rule for several 
reasons: 
1. They simplify the further discussion; 
2. They give rise to a very convenient formulation of the computation rules in our 
implementation; 
3. They allow for a general proof of equivalence between the transformed and the 
original program; 
4. They are very natural and therefore are not experienced as a hindrance in expressing 
computation rules. 
First, for any functor--or predicate--f with arity n and i <~ n, let f / i  denote the ith 
argument o f f .  Also, let Sp,,t be the set of atoms occurring in the first argument of the 
triplets: 
Sp, q = U S. 
(&s,c) ~ r 
DEFtNtT~ON 3.5. An instantiation based computation rule C(P, q) is uniquely represent- 
ing if for all si, s2~Sp.q, A0-instantiation-atoms of the same predicate P of P, we have that 
if there exists (i~,/2 . . . . .  ira), ije tVo with sl/i~/i2/ . . . . .  ~ira = any. 
then s~./il/i2/ . . . . .  /i,, = any. 
This means that if an atom occuring in a triplet of C(P, q) contains any at a certain 
position, then all atoms in any triplet having the same predicate symbol contain any at 
that position. The consequences are the following. 
LEMMA 3.I. For any atom t~ in U~(P, q), there exists at most one s~ in Sp.q such that tt can 
be mapped on sl by some ~. 
COROLLARY 3.l. A uniquely representing computation rule is well defined if  (S, s, c), 
(S, s', c ' )~C(P ,  q) imply that s =s" and c = c'. 
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PROOF. As a consequence of Lemma 3.1, for each reachable state T, there is at most one 
S c S~, u such that for some ~., ~(T) = S. Thus, if the above condition is fulfilled, there 
will also be at most one corresponding triple. II 
Observe that the reverse also holds, in the sense that if C(P, q) contains only triplets 
that correspond to at least one reachable state and C(P, q) is a well defined, uniquely 
representing computation rule, then for each (S, s, e), (S, s', e')eC(P, q) we have that 
s = s' and c = e'. A final implication is the following. 
COROLLARY 3.2. I f  C(P, q) is' uniquely representing, then a single function ~ sufflcies to 
map all the A t-atoms in the symbolic trace tree onto their corresponding Ao-atoms of S~,,q. 
This function is denoted ~:o and its corresponding F i, F o. 
A last notion, related to the computation rules that we want to introduce, is that of 
consistency. Mainly, what we want to impose here is that if one subgoal type is selected 
prior to another at some point in the symbolic trace tree, then the priority of  the first type 
over the second should be respected uring the entire computation. Also, we want that 
more instantiated subgoals are always selected prior to less instantiated ones and that 
each Ao-atom obtains at most one computation mode throughout the entire computation 
rule. For a uniquely representing computation rule, it can be defined as follows. First, let 
Preprior be the binary relation: 
{(s,, sa) e Uo(P, q) x U0(P, q) la (s, s,, c)eC(P, q) and s2eS\{s,}}. 
Next, let Prior c Uo(P, q) x Uo(P, q) be the transitive closure of Preprior. 
DEFINITION 3.6. A uniquely representing, instantiation-based computation rule C(P, q) 
is consistent if and only if 
1. The relation Prior defines a partial order on Uo(P, q); 
2. If st, s~eSp,,j are A0-instantiation-atoms for the same predicate P in P and Sl is more 
instantiated than s2, then (s2, st)r Prior. 
3. If (S, s, solve) eC(P, q), then there does not exist a (S', s, expand) eC(P, q). 
Observe that such conditions would have been much harder to formulate without the 
imposed restriction uniquely representing on C(P, q). Instead of merely checking the 
anti-symmetry for Prior, it would have been necessary to perform additional tests in order 
to determine possible matchings of different A0-subgoal types containing the instantiation 
term any for a same A ~-goal. 
Now, if we denote Solve = {s e U0(P, q) [ ~ S: (S, s, solve) e C(P, q) }, then the combina- 
tion of (Pre)prior and Solve contains ufficient information to replace the computation 
rule C(P, q). For each state in the execution of (P, q), the selected subgoal can be 
determined from (Pre)prior and the computation mode from Solve. To illustrate this, and 
also as a reference for the discussion of an automated method for the synthesis of the new 
program within section 4, we conclude this section with another classical example. The 
program is N-lucky-numbers, with a top-level predicate Lucky(n, l) which succeeds when 
n is an integer, and l is the list of n numbers determined by the algorithm of the sieve of 
Ulam. 
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The program clauses are: 
Lucky(n, l) ~ Odd_Integers(3, i), Sift(i, 3, l), Length(l, n). 
Odd_Integers(n, Nil) ~ .  
Odd_Integers(n, .i) ~ n~ is n + 2, Odd_Integers(n~, i). 
Sift(/./, p, Ls) ~ Filter(i, l, p, r), p~ is p + 1, Sift(r, Pl, s). 
Filter(Nil, l, p, Nil) ,---, 
Filter(n.i, l, l, r) ~ Filter(i, l, 1, r). 
Filter(n.i, l,p, n.r) +--I ~p, pl is p + I. Filter(i,/,p~, r). 
Length(Nil, 0) ,---. 
Length(h.t, n) ~ n > 0, nl is n - 1, Length(t, nO. 
In what follows, we will abbreviate ach predicate name----except for that of the top-level 
query Lucky(g~, v~) and the builtins--by its initial, e.g. O for Odd-Integers, S for Sift, F 
for Filter and L for Length. 
The optimal computation rule C(N-lucky-numbers, Lucky(g1, vt)) will interleave the 
calls to O, S, F and L and is specified through the following Solve: 
{v is g,g ~g,g  >g}.  
and generating set for Prior: 
{(o(g, v), L(v, g)), 
(O(g, v), S(v, g, v)), 
(O(g, v), F(v, g, g, v)), 
(S(g, g, v), r,(v, g)), 
(S(g.v, g, v), O(g, v)), 
(F(g, g, g, v), r,(v, g)), 
(F(g, g, g, v), S(v, g, v)), 
(F(g, g, g, v), F(v, g, g, v)). 
(F(g.v, g, g, v), O(g, v)), 
(L(g.v, g), O(g, v)), 
(g > g, v is g)}, 
where the tuples (s~, s2)~Prior with s~ ~Solve and s2~Uo(P)\ Solve have been omitted 
under the---natural--assumption that members of Solve are always Prior to others. 
The resulting symbolic trace tree is shown in Fig. 3. A slightly different notation was 
used here to reduce the size of the tree. The subgoals elected with a computation mode 
solve are now denoted as labels on the arcs. The reachable states from which they are 
selected have been omitted from the graph. 
Clearly, a computation rule built from the given entries in the Prior relation will only 
contain the A0-instantiation-atoms appearing in this given set. Thus, since no two 
A0-instantiation-atoms occurring in it match, the computation rule is uniquely represent- 
ing. Furthermore, taking the transitive closure of the generating set for Prior, it is quite 
easy to check its anti-symmetry and conclude that the associated computation rule is 
consistent. Verifying that a rule is well defined and complete is more difficult. We will 
only reformulate the definition for rules which are uniquely representing. First, we should 
explicitly describe how C(g ~, q) is to be derived from Preprior and Solve. This is done by 
expanding the symbolic trace tree up to some--sufficiently arge--level. Since the rule is 
uniquely representing, by Lemma 3.1, for each A0-atom t in each reachable state T, there 
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3 
S(Nil,3.vx). L(vt.g~) 
I v2:- Nil 
4 
L(Nil.g~) 
I gt:- 0 
[] 
1 
Lucky(gl,vl) 
I 
2 
O(3,v2), S(v2.3,vx). L(v~,gx) 
[ ,,::- 3.v . ,,, is 3 + 2. ,r 
5 
O(g2.va), S(3.va,3,v~), L(v~.gx) 
vj:= 3.Vs,V6 is 3 + 1.V6:,- g3 
6 
OCg~,v~), F(vz,3,3,Vv), S(vv,ga.vs), L(3.vs.g~) 
gl > 0, v~ is g~- 1. v~:= g4 
7 
O(g2,v3), F(va.3,3,VT), S(vv,g3.vs), L(v~,g~) 
v3:- g2.vg. Vxo:- g2 + 2, v~o:= gs 
8 "~"'~" 10 
.F(Nil,3.3,v~). S(v'l,gs.vs). L(vs,g4) O(gs,vg), F(g2.vg,3,3,v~), S(vT.g3,vs), L(vs,g4) 
] v,:- Nil J 
9 11 
renaming of 3 O(gs.vg), F(vg.3,1,v,I). S(vT,g3,vs). L(vs,g4) 
V9 := gS.Vll, v12 iS g$ + 2,Vj.2:~ g6 
12 4 
F(Nil,3,1,v~), S(v-t,g3,vs). L(vs,g4) O(gs.vxl), F(gs-vu.3,1.v'1), S(vv,g3,v5), L(vs,g4) 
I vT:- Nil [ v-t:- gs.v14.3 ~ 1. v13 is 1 + 1. v13:= g'1 
I 
13 15 
renaming of 3 O(g6.vzx). F(Vll.3.gT.v~4), S(gs-vl#,~.v~). L(vs.g~) 
I vs:- g.~-vza, vt6 is g3 + 1, v16 :~ ga 
16 
O(g6,Vll), F(vll.3,gT,v14), F(v14,gs,ga,vlT), S(v/,7,gs,vl5). L(gs-vzs,g4) 
I g4 > 0. v18 is g4 - 1, v18;= go 
17 
O(g6,vlz), F(vlz,3,gv,vx4), F(vx4,gs.g~.vz7). SCvl-t,gs,vls). L(vxs,gg) 
18 " ~  J VII:" g6.V19. V20 is g6 + 2, V20:~ gl0 
F(Nil,3,g-t,v14), F(v14.gs.gz,v17), S(vxv,gs,vzs). L(vls.g9) 
20 
O(glo.Vxg), F(g6-v19.3,g-t,v14), F(v14.gs,gz.v17), S(vx-t,gs,v~s), L(v1~.gg) 
! 
19 v14:- Nil _ ~ / .  2~ v14: = g6-v22, 3 ~f: gT, v21 is g7 + 1, v21: = gll 
renaming of 1 2 / J  O(gxo.Vl~xg,3,gll.v22), F(g6.v22,gs.g3,vlT). S(vl'1,gs.v15). L(vls,gg) 
/~g7: -3  J [ vx,:= gs.v24, gs ;" g3. v23 is g3 + 1,v23:= g12 
21 24 
renaming of 17 O(glo,V19), F(vlg,3,g11,v22). F(v22,gs.gJ.2.v24), S(gs.v24.gs.vxs). L(v~s.gg) 
I 
Fig. 3. Symbolic trace tree for N-lucky-numbers. 
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exists, at most, one 
S ff U { Sl' $2}' 
(s 1 ,s2)~Prior 
such that for some ~. we have ~(t) = s. If for some t~T, there is no corresponding s and 
~, the rule is not complete, in which case we will not reformulate the condition well 
defined. Else, the rule will be well defined if, for each T in the finitely expanded subtree, 
the unique, associated set S contains a minimum s for Prior. In this case, a corresponding 
A ~-atom t of T will be selected by the chosen default rule, the expansion will continue by 
either solving t (if s e Solve) or expanding it and a corresponding triplet (S, s, e) will be 
added to the computation rule C(P, q). Observe, that this condition for well defined is not 
hard to verify, although the outcome is strongly dependent on the depth of the expansion. 
Checking completeness, however, is a more diffic.ult problem. In this setting it 
translates to: 
- if the symbolic trace tree is expanded up to an ever larger depth than the one used for 
C(P, q), then the construction above does not give rise to any triplets not yet contained 
in C(P, q). 
As stated before, to prove this type of condition we need induction. More specifically, we 
need to partition the set of states T into equivalence classes and produce a least 
generalization f the instantiation patterns and the parameter bindings within each class. 
Then we should prove by induction that all states obtainable from these states through 
further expansion are members of an equivalence class. The actual proof for N-lucky- 
numbers is very similar to the correctness proof for the transformation f the Sieve of 
Eratosthenes program (Bruynooghe et al., 1988) and will not be elaborated here. 
4. The synthesis of a New Program 
Bruynooghe t al. (1988) informally describes a manual synthesis technique, resulting 
in a new Prolog program which, for the given query pattern q, has the same behaviour 
under the standard computation rule as the old program has under the new rule. In this 
section, we present a more formal and algorithmic approach to deal with this problem 
and prove the correctness of its solution for the case that C(P, q) is a finite, well defined, 
complete, uniquely representing and consistent instantiation-based computation rule for 
the given program and query pattern. 
As in Bruynooghe t aL (1988) the new program will be synthesized from the symbolic 
trace tree. The trace tree is represented asa linearization of the graphical representation 
used in Fig. 2 for slowsort, but including some additional information on the computa- 
tion. More precisely, the trace tree is a set Zctp.q) consisting of 4 tuples (From, To, J(, 0), 
where 
- -From is a reachable state under C(P, q), 
--solving--or expanding--the subgoal of From selected by C(P, q) results in To. 
--with computation mode solve, X is the selected subgoal; with computation mode 
expand, X is a number uniquely identifying the clause used to expand the selected 
subgoaI (with mode solve, the subgoal itself is needed uring the synthesis of the new 
program clauses; with mode expand, only a unique identification of the used clause is 
required). 0 is the parameter substitution caused by solving or expanding the selected 
subgoal. 
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As an example, the symbolic trace tree for N-lucky-numbers i  represented as: 
"CC(N-lueky-numbers,Lueky(g I, v 1)) ~- 
{({Lucky(g~, v~)}, {0(3, vz), S(v2, 3, vO, L(o,, g0}, 1, r 
({0(3, v2), S(v2, 3, v,), L(v,, g,)}, {S(Nil, 3, o~), L(v~, g,)}, 2, {v2,=Nil}), 
s(/)2, 3, v,), L(v , g,)}, {o(v,, v3), s(3./)3, 3, v,), L(/),, g,),/), is 3 + 2), 3, 
{v2,= 
( {S(Nil, 3,/),), L(v,, g,)}, {L(Nil, g,}, 4,{v, =Nil}). 
({O(v4,  /)')3), S(3-/)3, 3, 01) , L(/)I, g l ) ,  /)4 is 3 + 2}, {O(g2, v3), S(3.v3, 3, v,), L(vl, g,)}, /)4 is 
3 + 2,{/)4,=g2}). 
9 . .}, 
We emphasize that the third parameter, X, in the 4-tuples is irrelevant when discussing 
the equivalence of programs. Two symbolic trace trees Zc(p.q~ and ~c(e'.o'l consisting of 
identical 4-tuples, except for possible differences on the X-parameter, correspond to 
programs that generate identical sets of answer substitutions9 The X-parameter is merely 
included to facilitate the synthesis of the new program. Later on, when we discuss the 
equivalence of the original and the new program, it will become redundant. 
In general, for a program P containing recursively defined clauses, the symbolic trace 
tree zc(~.q) is infinite. However--particularly since we are aiming at a synthesis technique 
that can serve as a basis for an automatic transformation system--we may only assume 
to have a finite subtree z at our disposal9 
The basic idea behind the synthesis procedure is that a transition (From, To, X, O) can 
be synthesized by the first-order logic clause 
From 0 *-- To, 
where the Al-terms, g,. and vj, occurring in From 0 and To are now considered as ordinary 
(Prolog-) variables. Since From usually is a conjunction of several A~-atoms, the 
expression above is not necessarily a Horn clause. In order to make it a Horn clause, we 
can introduce a new predicate New(T) for each state T in the trace tree, containing the 
Al-atoms of T as parameters and generate clauses of type 
New(From) 0 *-- New(To). 
However, creating a new predicate for each state of v and a new clause for each transition 
of z will not yield any recursion in the new program9 The symbolic trace tree of the new 
program under the standard computation rule will be finite and equivalent (generating 
the same set of answer substitutions) to v, but it will not be equivalent to Vc(p.q) for all 
but the most trivial programs. That is why it is essential to partition the states and 
transitions into equivalence classes and, consecutively, to generate only one new predicate 
of each equivalence class of states and one Horn clause to synthesize ach equivalence 
class of transitions9 
Therefore, the synthesis procedure ssentially consists of the following five steps: 
1 We define an equivalence relation s-similar on the set S, of all states occurring 
9 . ccp.q) . tl m ~ctp, q~ and we partition ST into equivalence classes under s-simdar. The rela 'on 
s-similar will be chosen in such a way that the number of equivalence classes it 
induces on S~c~,.o ~ is finite. Therefore, when the next step of the synthesis generates 
new predicates to describe the states in the trace tree, a finite number of predicates 
will suffice. 
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2. A new predicate is associated to every equivalence class and we define a function 
New that maps every state TeS,  on an instance of the predicate associated with its 
class. 
3. We define a second equivalence relation t-similar on Zc(p,q) and again partition z 
according to t-similar. This relation is responsible for grouping those transitions 
from the symbolic trace tree that can be synthesized by a single new Horn clause. 
Through this step, we will be able to cover an infinite number of transitions by just 
a finite number of new clauses. 
4. For every equivalence class in z/t-similar, we generate a new Horn clause synthesiz- 
ing all the transitions in the class. 
5. Where necessary, we adapt the newly generated clauses to avoid transitions in the 
transformed programs trace tree which have no equivalent in the original trace tree. 
In the remainder of this section, we elaborate ach of these steps and prove the 
correctness of the transformation. 
4.1. SIMILARITY OF STATES 
A simple and quite natural criterion for the similarity of states is the following. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Two states T~, T~ reachable under C(P, q) are s-similar if the computa- 
tion rule selects the same Ao-type of subgoal s from Ti and T:. 
We point out that there are a number of plausible definitions for s-similarity. Our 
definition guarantees that starting form s-similar states, the computation proceeds in 
similar ways since the same type of subgoal is expanded or solved. It might seem more 
natural to define TI and T: similar whenever they correspond to the same S c Uo(P, q) in 
the computation rule C(P, q). The above property would again be satisfied. Only, the 
latter definition would imply the generation of much more new predicates and Horn 
clauses for the new program--there are more equivalence classeswwithout any advan- 
tages compensating for this added complexity. 
Some examples of sets of similar states in the N-lucky-numbers problem are (states 
where a subgoal was selected with computation mode solve will be denoted with 
T', T", . . . .  where T is the parent state they originate from): 
(7'2, 7"7, T~, T17, T21, T23}: O(g, v) selected, 
(Ts, Zts, T24}: S(g.o, g,v) selected, 
(T~, T~5, T~4): v is g selected (and solved). 
4.2. GENERATION OF NEW PREDICATES 
In the second step of the synthesis, a unique new predicate is associated with each 
equivalence class C in SJs-similar. For this purpose, we define two functions, Newname 
and Newarity, on Sds-simitar. Newname, merely associates a unique predicate symbol to 
each class C. For Newarity, we denote 
F (c) = U Fo(T) 
T~C 
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and define 
Newarity(C) = # F*(C). 
This means that the new predicate contains one parameter for every different Ao-type of 
subgoal occurring in any of the example states T in the equivalence class C. 
Next we define a function New on S, that maps a state T of the equivalence class C on 
an instance of the predicate defined for C. Formally, let Te CeSfls-similar. Also, assume 
that F*(C) = {sj, s2 . . . .  , s,,} and let (s,., s~2 . . . . .  s;,) be the lexicographical ordering of 
~r*(C). We define 
New(T) = Newname(C)(lt2, li 2 . . . . .  1~,,), 
where 1 m p = 1, n, is the list tp.tp~ 2 . . . . .  tp"p. Nil of all subgoals t ~ T satisfying F0(t) = s r. 
For the equivalence class {T s, T15, T24} in the N-lucky-numbers example--and with a 
concrete choice for the definition of the map Newname--we obtain: 
New(Ts) = P~(Nil, L(vl, gl).Nil, O(g2, v3).Nil, S(3.v3, 3,v~).Nil), 
New(T15) = Ps(F(vl l, 3, g7, Vl4).Nil, L(vs, g4).Nil, O(g6, vl 1).Nil, S(g4.v14, g~, vs).Nil), 
New(T24) = P~(F(v22, gs, g12, v24).F(vlg, 3, gl 1, v22).Nil, L(Vls, gg).Nil, O(glo, Vlg).Nil, 
S(gs.vz4, gs, vls).Nil). 
4.3. SIMILARITY OF TRANSITIONS 
In this step, we want to group transitions in equivalence classes uch that all transitions 
in the same class can be covered by a single clause. The predicate structure of  a clause 
covering a single transition with computation mode expand is: 
~,("  ') ~ P2( '  "). 
In the case of computation mode solve, we have 
P I ( "  ") *-- a( ."  ") P2('" '), 
with G the solved subgoal. In both cases, P~ and P2 are the new predicates associated with 
the equivalence classes of, respectively, the initial and final states. 
To cover a set of transitions, we have to generalize clauses, however, our generalization 
will not modify the predicate structure, only the arguments of P~, Pz and C will be 
modified. It means that transitions in the same equivalence class must have the same 
predicate structure. This is the case with the following definition of t-similarity: 
DEFINITION 4.2. Two transitions (From, To, X, O) and (From', To', X', 0') are t-similar 
whenever 
1. The initial states From and From" are s-similar, 
2. The final states To and To" are s-similar, 
3. With computation mode expand (XeN0), the same clause of P is applied (X = X'). 
(Because the initial states are s-similar, the computation rule already selects the 
same type of subgoal, so that no additional condition is required for the computa- 
tion mode solve.) 
Figure 4 illustrates the notion of  t-similar transitions within the context of our example 
program N-lucky-numbers. The nodes in the graph contain three types of information: 
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I TI 
{ Luckv( ~. v). 1~ O( 2. v) 
Ts .T Is .T24 ,  " " " [ / \ TT ' .  T17" .  " 9 " 
I sc2.~,~.v>, 2 ~is ~ 1 / \ 
Ts',TIs',T2,I'.""" l /T'/ ,TI7, ' '" ~ 
Ivisz. O,L(~.V,~) I / \ 
,.,.... / 
IL(~.v.z), 2.~<~1 Ivisz, O. F( z.v. e, )L v) [ 
IF( 2.v. 2. ~. ,,). 3~ ~ ~~ ~ I iF( ~IV. Z. ~,.,0' 2. o( ~. ,,) ~- - -  
TI('. T,o'.Tz2'.""" l / 
I~ .o .v~ t 
Fig, 4. Similar transitions graph for N-lucky-numbers. 
1. the Ao-type of subgoal selected from a state; 
2. the clause number of the clause used for expansion (or 0 for solve); 
3. the A0-type of the subgoal selected from the resulting state. 
An arc connecting two nodes is drawn whenever there exists a state that was obtained by 
performing the action described in the top node and from which the action in the bottom 
node will be taken. The state itself is denoted as a label on the arc. By Definition 4.2, two 
transitions (From, To, X, O) and (From', To', X', 0") are t-similar, if and only if there 
exists a node N in the graph, such that both From and From' label an arc entering N and 
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To and To' label an arc leading from N. To reduce the complexity of the figure, Fig. 4 
only contains a representation f the infinite branches in Fig. 3. 
4.4. GENERATION OF CLAUSES 
This is the most complicated step of the whole synthesis process. Its purpose is to 
derive a new clause covering all the transitions within one class of z/t-simiiar. The step 
is presented as a constructive proof. We derive a new program Pn~w which has a symbolic 
trace tree %e,,,~p.q) under the standard computation rule. We show that for each transition 
(From, To, X, O) in z, there is a transition in z,,ewW.q) from New(From) to New(To) with 
essentially the same substitution. Possibly, %,,,.(p.q) has transitions without counterpart in
~, this is treated in Sections 4.5 and 4.6. 
4.4.1. h~troduetion 
Let C = {From p, To p, X p, 0 p) I P = 1, N} be a set of t-similar transitions. By definition 
of t-similar, there exist sets C~ and C2 of s-similar states such that 
{FromPlp = 1, N} c C 1 
and 
{ToPlp = l, N} = 
The states of the new program corresponding to FromP are 
., P = Newarity(Cl). New(From p) = Newname(CO( lf, 1~, .. 1,1 ,), with nl 
Those corresponding to ToP are 
New(To p) = Newname( C2)( k q, k~ . . . .  , kP2), with n2 = Newarity( C2). 
Notice that 
and 
U {tit member of If} =From p 
i=  l ,n  I 
U {tit member o fk f}  = To p . 
l~ l,t~ 2 
The clause we wish to synthesize for the class C has to match all subgoals New(From n) 
of C. It means its head must have a similar structure. A first approximation is the term 
H = Newname(CO(ll, 12 . . . . .  l,, 1), 
where for each q = 1, n~ 
lq = Xq: xq2 . . . . .  Xq,q. Nil if, for all p, l~ has length Lq, 
lq = Xql. Xq2 . . . . .  xq~. yq if some l~ have different lengths and L~ is the minimum 
length (x: and Yi areqProlog variables). 
Clearly, H unifies with any of the New(FromP), with mgu a p and, the structure of H is 
such that Ha p = New(Frome)cr p = New(FromP). 
Another introductory observation concerns the selected subgoal. The function New is 
defined in such a way that, in all example transitions, the selected subgoal (called t p) 
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belongs to the same list. Formally: there exists a n (0 < n ~< nl) such that t p belongs to t~ 
of New(FromP).  Without loss of generality, we may assume that t p is the head of l~. It 
allows one to apply a simple stack mechanism for maintaining the lists lq. In case the 
computation rule of the old program returns more than one candidate subgoal, the tie is 
solved according to the following rule: the subgoal most recently added to its class is 
selected. 
Finally, we have to mention a concept of unification theory. The universe of terms 
forms a lattice. The least upper bound in a lattice of a set of terms is called the least 
common ant i - ins tanee- - l ca - - ( see  .g. Lassez et al., 1987, for precise definitions and an 
algorithm). 
4.4.2. Computat ion mode solve 
With computation mode solve for the selected subgoal of the example transitions in C, 
the synthesized clause is: 
Newname(Cl ) ( l t  . . . . .  l,,_ 1, lea(tP) .tl, . . . . . .  In ,) 
lca(tP), 
Shuffiec(l, . . . . .  ln-  l, tl, . . . . . .  l,,,, l~ . . . . .  /,',~), 
Newname(  C2)(l'l . . . . .  l;,2). 
Here, tl,, is used as a notation for the tail of l,,. The lists in the head are the same as those 
in H except for the nth, where xnt is replaced by the lca of the subgoals tC Unification 
of this head with a New(From n) gives a mgu a p. Due to the structure of the head, 
New(FromP)cr p = New(FromP).  The effect on the head is to bind the Xq~ to a subgoal, to 
bind the yq to a list of subgoals and to replace lca(t p) by tC Thus, after this unification, 
we have 
U {t It member of l , , . . . ,  ln-, ,  l ca( tP) . t ln , . . . ,  In,} = FromC 
Next, Ica(t p) a m is solved, as explained, lca(tP)a p = t p and symbolic execution of this 
subgoal gives exactly the same set of solutions with the same set of instantiations 0 p as 
in the original transition. In the old program, removal of the solved subgoal results in 
To p, For the new program, we can observe that, after symbolic execution of lca(tP), we 
necessarily have 
U {tit member of Ii . . . .  , ln - I ,  t l , , . . . ,  l,,~} = To p. 
It means that after solving Shufflec we obtain the state New(ToP),  if Shufflec shuffles the 
elements in is n~ input lists such that each subgoal is placed in the proper list l~. Often, 
Shuffle c can be avoided altogether. Sometimes, it requires elaborate list manipulation. We 
return to the problem of shuffling in subsection 4.4.4. 
4.4.3. Computat ion mode expand 
With computation mode expand for the selected subgoal of the example transitions in 
C, a clause has been used to expand the t p. Let h be the head of that clause and b the list 
of subgoats in the body. Let 0 be the mgu of h and lca(tP), then, the synthesized clause 
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is: 
Newname(CO(l l  . . . . .  I,,_ 1, hO.tln . . . . .  In 1) ~ 
Shufflec(ll . . . . .  l, _ 1, tl,,, . ,  1~ 1, bO, l~ . . . . .  l',2 ), 
1 Newname( C2)( l'l . . . . .  l ~ 2). 
Again, the lists in the head are those of H except for the nth. This time, x,t is replaced 
by hO. Unifying this head with a call New(From p) again binds the x;'s of the head to 
subgoals in the call and the y~'s to lists of subgoals. The subgoals themselves can only 
become further instantiated due to the unification between the selected subgoaI tp and the 
unification of tP with h resulted in the mgu 0 p. To p was equal to the set {Fromr\ t  p u b } 
0P. So, let us analyze the effect of the unification in a symbolic execution of the new 
program. 
As already shown, we have only to investigate the effects of unifying tp with hO, where 
0 is the mgu of h and lca(tP)). We claim that, in the call, t p becomes instantiated to tPO p. 
The argument is as follows: 
tPO p=hO p (0 p is mgu of t" and h) 
= mgci(h, tp) (mgci = most general common instance) 
= mgci(h, tp, lca(tP)) (tP is an instance of lca(tP)) 
= mgci(t p, mgci(h, lca(tP))) (associativity) 
= mgci(t p, hO) (definition of 0). 
Thus, the call, t" is instantiated to tPO p. Consequently, all other subgoals of the call are 
instantiated by 0 p. Similarly, within the new clause, hO is instaatiated to hOP, thus bO is 
instantiated to bO p. It means that after this unification, we have 
U {tit member of Ii . . . .  , l,,_ 1, tin . . . . .  l,,~, bO} = To p. 
Again it is the task of Shuffle to properly position the subgoals, so that 
New(From p) = Newname( C2)( l { . . . . .  l', 2) 
4.4.4. Shuffling 
The required shuffling of subgoals in the lists has to be analyzed from the different 
example transitions and built into the new clause. At some occasions, simple construct 
operations within the parameters I{, l ; , . . . ,  l~,._ will suffice to perform this task. For 
instance, with the t-similar example transitions: 
{A(v,, v2), A(g,,  v2), B(v,)}, {A(g~, v3), A(gl, v3)}, B(v,), {t) 1 t~---g2} ). 
and 
({A(D4, US), A(D6, D7), B(u4)}, {A(u6, o7), A(g4, o5)}, B(/)4), {v,:=g4}) 
having initial states containing subgoals of A0-type A(v, v), A(g, v) and B(v) and final 
states containing subgoals of type A(v, v) and A(g, v), the synthesized clause is: 
Px(xl .x2, x3, B(x4).Ni l) +- 
a(x,), 
PAx2, xL.x~). 
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Elsewhere, it will be necessary to include additional calls, manipulating lists in the body 
of the new clause, to ensure that the proper shuffling is performed. As an example, if in 
the initial state of the second transition above the order of A(v4, vs) and A(v6,137) is
interchanged~implying that A(v6, v7) is now last-in--then the clause becomes: 
Px(XI'X2, X3, B(xa).Nil) 
B(x,), 
Append(xs, x6.Nil, xl .x2), 
~y(X5, X6.X3). 
An algorithm performing this part of the synthesis has been developed and has been 
briefly discussed in Bruynooghe t al. (1988). 
4.5. REMOVING UNDESIRED BRANCHES 
So far we have obtained a set of new clauses P, ..... with a corresponding symbolic trace 
tree z,,,.,,,(p,q) for the query pattern New(q). Since the body of the newly generated clauses 
often contains more than one atom, the symbolic trace tree z,,,.,,,~p,q~ contains nodes of type 
Shuffle(. 9 "), Newname(.)(" ' ") for which there is no directly corresponding node in zc(p,q). 
To overcome this, a node in a symbolic trace tree will be called a single-goal-node if the 
state represented in it contains only one goal. Then, we define a new tree ~,,,.,,.cp.q) 
consisting of all triplets (From, To, 0), such that 
From and To are single-goal-nodes in z,,,,,~,(p.~ o, 
there exists a path in z ....... (p,,~) connecting From to To, not passing through a third 
single-goal-node, 
0 is the parameter substitution on the parameters of From obtained by composing all 
the substitutions in the connecting path. 
In section 4.4 we have shown that for every transition (From, To, X, O) in 3, there exists 
a corresponding transition (New(From), New(To), O) in a,,~,,,~p,q), in other words there 
exists a function New" such that 
New'(From, To, X, O) = (New(From), New(To), O) 
maps 1: onto a subtree a,e~ of a,~,~.~p,q r 
Also, the construction in section 4.4 is such that if From is not a leaf in z and 
ShuJfle(...), Newname(.)("') descends from New(From)--by solving a subgoal or ex- 
panding it with a particular clause--then there is a To in z such that the elements on 
the input lists of Shuffle('") are To. However, this does not guarantee that the 
descending state Newname(.)(" ' ") is actually New(To). The reason is the following: we can 
have a class of s-similar states whose successor states fall apart in two (or more) 
s-similarity classes. Consequently, two (or more) new clauses are synthesized. It is 
possible that both clauses match the same initial state, yielding two states New- 
name(.)(...). One of them will be New(To), the other(s) will give an illegal shuffling. 
Let us illustrate this with a hypothetical example. Assume that P contains the fact 
A(1) ~-. 
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and let C;, i = 1, 2, be the t-similarity classes: 
C 1 = {({A(/),), 0(V2, U3) , B(/)i, U4)}, {B(1, v4), B(v,_, v3)}, A(vO, {v, ,= 1}), 
}, {B(1, A(/)5), 1})}, 
C2 ~-- {({A(UT), 0(/)8,/.)9), B(/)lO, /)11) }, {(0(/)8,/)9), 0(/)10,/)11)}, A(OT), {/)7 I= 1}), 
({A(/)I2), O(/)13,/)14)}, {0(/)13,/)14)}, A(/-)I2), {/-)t2 '= 1})}, 
with synthesizing clauses: 
Px(A(xl).Nil, x2.x3) +-- 
A(xI), 
Append(x4, xs.Nil, x>x3), 
Py(Xs.Nil, x4), 
for the class C~, and 
Px(A(xO.Nil, x>x3) +'- 
A(xO, 
P:(x2.x3), 
for the class C> 
The second clause also matches any initial state of Ct, e.g. 
*-- P.~.(A(vO.Nil, B(v2, v3).B(v 1, v,d.Nil), 
giving 
*-- P=(B(v2, v3).B( 1, Va).Nil ), 
which is an illegal state (subgoals B with different patterns). 
These undesired transitions can be prevented by adding appropriate metacalls to 
and Nonvar to the new program clauses. In the example: 
Px(A(xO.Nil, x2.x3) +- 
A(xO, 
Append(x4, xs.Nil, x>x3), 
x 5 = B(x6, x7), 
Nonvar(x6), 
Py(xs.Nil, x4), 
and 
Px(A(xl).Nil, x2.x3) 
A(xO, 
Append(x4, xs.Nil, x2.x3), 
xs = 0(x6, x7), 
Var(x6), 
P~(x2.x3). 
Vat 
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The step can also be automated. We have an undesired branching whenever an s-similar- 
ity class C has two distinct successor classes C t and C 2, both obtained by either solving 
a selected subgoal of a same A0-type or expanding it with a same clause from P, and if 
there exists at least one state T in C, so that the heads h, of the two derived clauses 
h~ *-- b,-, i = 1, 2, both unify with T. A test has to be added to prevent his branching. This 
test is constructed as follows. 
Because C 1 and C 2 are distinct s-similar classes, the computation rule selects a different 
type of subgoal from their states. Let Sk ~ k-ffo(Ck), k = 1, 2, be the Ao type of subgoals 
selected from them. With S = ~*(C t) u~r*(C2), at least one of the sk is minimal in 
S x So,  Prior. Suppose s~ is. Since ~c~'(C2) is totally ordered for Prior and Sa is its 
minimum, st 6 k-~'(C~). It means we can test on the presence/absence of an sl type subgoal 
to decide which transition is desired. 
In h t *--bt and preceding the final call in bt a test will be added that verifies whether the 
first goat in the list of type st in Newname(.)(. 9 ") is indeed sufficiently instantiated. For 
the clause h2*--bz and again preceding the last call, the additional test will consist of: 
1. any calls to list manipulation procedures that may occur in ht *--bl with the purpose 
of splitting off a subgoal of type sl for the final call; 
2. a test that succeeds when this subgoal has not obtained the instantiation pattern 
OF S t . 
We had to give a hypothetical example of this phenomenon because, up till now, it has 
not arisen in an actual session. This is very reassuring, since we are not keen on having 
metacalls in the clauses of the transformed program to avoid runtime overhead. It is also 
not surprising, because the conditions that have to be fulfilled to reach the kind of conflict 
situations we are dealing with here are very severe. 
More precisely, from the consistency of C(P, q) and the fact that all lengths of lists in 
the heads of the new clauses are least generalizations of the lengths in the initial states of 
the example transitions, one can easily prove that a conflict situation can only occur if for 
at least one of the transitions in Ct a subgoal of type st was not present in the initial state 
FromP--unless t was the selected subgoal type for these states, in which case at least one 
From p does not contain two subgoals of type st. Apart from this, there is also the 
condition that for all other types of subgoals, the length of the corresponding lists should 
be unifiable for both heads of  the clauses. The combination of these two is very seldom 
satisfied. 
4.6. CORRECTNESS RESULTS 
Finally, we can start with the formulation of the correctness results. We show that the 
sets of answer substitutions generated for q and the original program and those for 
New(q) and the new program are identical. 
In order not to complicate the correctness proof unnecessarily, we impose that the 
finite subtree z of rc(p.q~ used for the synthesis is semi-full. To define this concept, we 
introduce the following auxiliary definitions. 
DEFINITION 4.3. A subtree r of a tree ~0 is full, if for every node N in the subtree, either 
1. N is a leaf of ~. 
2. ~ contains all the successor nodes of N in Go. 
A most promising approach to prove that the sets of answer substitutions of the trees 
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Zc(p. q) and cr,,~w(p,q) are equal is to prove that for every finite, full subtree Zc(P,e) the 
function 
New' (F rom,  To, X, O) = (New(From),  New(To) ,  O) 
maps z onto a corresponding full subtree a of a,,~,(p.q~ and to approximate the original 
trees by ascending sequences of their finite, full subtrees. Unfortunately, not all Zc(p.q~ can 
be obtained as the union of finite, full subtrees. If  they contain a node From with 
computation mode solve, and the selected subgoal t of From has an infinite number of 
solutions, then From has an infinite number of successor nodes ToP in Zc(p.q). However, 
since the computation rule is finite, it disc~rds details of the outcoming 0 beyond a certain 
level. Therefore, the number of essentially different ransitions for such a node can be 
reduced using the following definition. 
DEFINITION 4.4. Two transitions (From, To 1, t, 01) and (From, To 2, t, 0 2) of ~c(p.q) are 
solve-equivalent, if for every r in From\{t}  we have that 
#:o(rO 1) = Fo(r02). 
Observe that solve-equivalent transitions are t-similar. Also, it is clear from the construc- 
tion in subsection 4.4.2 that if C is a class in z/t-s imi lar with computation mode solve for 
the selected subgoal in its example transitions and the synthesizing clause for C is: 
Newname(CO( l l ,  . . . , l,,_ 1, lca(tP).tl,, .. . ,  l, z) ~ 
Ica(t~), 
Shufftec(l l ,  . . . , I,, _ , ,  tl, . . . . . .  l. ~, l'~ . . . . .  l;, 2)" 
! 
Newname(  C2)(l], . . . , l,,2). 
then we have the following. 
LEMMA 4.1. With Tr a transition in z~cp" q) \ Z, solve-equivalent in z u { Tr } to some element 
o f  C, the synthesizing clause fo r  C u {Tr} is again the above clause. 
DEFINITION 4.5. A finite subtree z of a symbolic trace tree Zc(p, q) is semi-full, if for every 
node T in the subtree, either 
1. T is a leaf of -c, 
2. T is a node with computation mode expand and z contains all transitions of Zc(p. q) 
leading from T, 
3. T is a node with computation mode solve and z contains at least one transition 
leading from T for every equivalence class in Zc(p. q)/solve-equivalent. 
To any finite, semi-full subtree z of Zc(p.,l) we can associate a unique full subtree zf, u by 
including all the remaining transitions in the non-leaf nodes of z. It is the smallest full 
subtree containing z. 
Assuming that z is semi-full, we have the following. 
THEOREM 4.1. There exists a fu l l  subtree ~;,,tt o f  tTnew(P.q) and a b ijeetion New':  zf~. ~ a c.u, 
induced by 
New' (F rom,  To, X, O) = (New(From),  New(To) ,  O) on z. 
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PROOF. By the construction in steps 1, 2, 3 and 4 of section 4.4, a = New'(v) is a finite 
subtree of a ...... ~p.q~. The function can be trivially extended to ~/~t~ as follows: 
For every Tr = (From, To, t, O) in zs, u\z, there exist a class C in z/t-similar and a 
transition Tr '  = (From, To', t, 0') in C, such that Tr and Tr" are solve-equivalent. 
Next, assume that the entire synthesis procedure is restarted for the subtree ~ c) { Tr} of 
Zccp. qv The function that maps the states of ~ u (Tr} onto their corresponding instances 
of the new predicates is denoted Newrr. By Lemma 4,1, the clause synthesized for C 
during the procedure for z will be identical to the one synthesized for C u {Tr} during 
that of  ru{Tr} .  So, the second synthesis procedure leads to the same transformed 
program and the same a,,e,.~p.q~. On the other hand, by the construction in subsection 4.4.2, 
unification of New(From) = Newts(From) with the head of the clause for C, and solving 
t and Shufftec(...), gives rise to the state New(To) of a,~,,.(p, q~. We can therefore define 
New'(From, To, t, O) = (New(From), Newts(To), O) EtTm.w(p.q). 
Thus, New' can be extended as a function of zj~,~t in ffne,'(P.q)" The associated extension of 
New on the states of ~i~,/z will be denoted by Newf, u. 
What remains to be shown is that the image aj~,tt of z1~,t~ under New" is full in a,,~w(P,,t~, 
implying that no undesired branches have been created (and that the removal of 
undesired branches dealt with in section 4.5 covers all possible cases). 
So, let Nert%#(T) be a node in ati,/l. I f  T is a leaf in zji,u, then obviously Newr,,it(T) is a 
leaf in o-j~, u. Therefore, let (T, To, Z, O) be a transition in Zll,tt and (New(T), New~al(To), O) 
its image in o-:~,u nder New'. Also, assume that (New(T), N, 0') is another branch in 
a,,~,,.~a,.q~. For at~,u to be full, this branch must also be in aj~,H. 
Let h *- b and h' *-- b'  be the new clauses giving rise to these transitions in cr,,,,,,(~, q). Let 
C be the s-similarity class of T, then if both: 
(1) the same type of subgoal was solved--or the same clause of P expanded-- for  h .--b 
and h" *-- b'; 
(2) the successor s-similarity class C~ and C,. for which the clause h ~ b and h '~-b '  
were generated are different, 
then the construction in section 4.5 would have provided an additional test in h *-- b and 
h'+--b',  to ensure that they are not simultaneously applicable. Thus, one of the assump- 
tions (1) and (2) does not hold. 
First, assume that (1) is not fulfilled. Notice that it is impossible that a different ype 
of subgoal was selected with computation mode solve for h ~ b and h" *-- b', since then h 
and h' could not both be unifiable with New(T). So, assume that a different clause of P 
was expanded in them. This means that two different clauses of P are applicable to the 
initial state T, implying that a corresponding branching must exist in z. 
Secondly, if (2) does not hold, the successor s-similarity classes for C, C~ and C~, for 
which h *-- b and h'  ~ b'  were generated, are identical, so that h ~ b =- h'  .-- b'. By our 
construction, one new clause h ~ b can only cause a branching in a,~,,~p,,~ if the selected 
subgoal for that clause had computation mode solve and executing it resolves in multiple 
solutions. Obviously, within ~r-tz, solving this subgoal causes the same alternative solu- 
tions. 
In both cases the conclusion is that N = Newt~a~(To' ) and 0' is the substitution of the 
transition (T, To', 3~', 0") of ~;,H. Thus, ~,~ is full in a,,,,.(~, q). 9 
As we already pointed out at the beginning of subsection 4.1, equivalent finite subtrees 
can just as well be obtained by merely generating one new predicate for every state in 
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and one new Horn clause for every transition, so that the result obtained in Theorem 4.1 
is only meaningful if the bijection New" is extendible to the entire symbolic trace tree 
Zc(~.q). With our current construction, letting ~ be the map that associates to each subtree 
of Zc(p.q) its corresponding a,,e,,.(~,.q), and assuming that the algorithm for manipulating 
lists of section 4.4 provides a finite number of different Shuffle-procedures that can deal 
with all possible shufftings of subgoals within the lists (including a catch-all procedure as 
explained in Bruynooghe t al., 1988), we have the following. 
THEOREM 4.2. There exists a finite, semi-fidl subtree zo of  zc(p.q), such that for all subtrees 
v of  zc(~.q) containing %: 
r  = r 
PROOF. Since both C(P, q) and P are finite, by Definitions 4.2 and 4.1 there is an upper 
bound x, so that for all subtrees z of Zc(p.q~ 
# (z/t-similar) < ~. 
Thus, a finite, semi-full subtree z~ of Zc(p.q) exists, such that for all larger subtrees ~: 
# (z/t-similar) = # (zt/t-similar). 
Here, z~--and all larger subtrees--contain at least one example transition for every 
possible new clause. It remains to be shown that for each of these clauses, there is a finite 
number of example transitions, such that adding further examples to the equivalence class 
does not change the generated clause. 
Now, the impact of using an additional transition for the generation of  the clause can 
only be that either: 
(1) list-parameters in the head of the clause (e.g. Xq I .Xq2 . . . . .  XqLq.Nil) become more 
general, or 
(2) the parameters of the selected subgoal--and possibly b0--become more general, or 
(3) the procedure Shuffiec generated by the list manipulation algorithm is adapted to 
be able to deal with the new transition as well. 
Since the first two are further generalizations of a fixed number of parameters and the 
third are a refinement of the list-operations that have to be performed on these 
parameters--where the types of operations are selected from a finite set--they all 
converge within a finite number of steps. III 
Combining Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 we finally get the following. 
COROLLARY 4.1. There exists a finite, semi-full subtree Zo of  Zc(p,q) such that the map 
New': Zo-~ tro extends to a b(jection between Zctp,,t ) and cr(p,~. 
Thus, if we start off with a sufficiently large subtree of zc(p,q), the synthesis will lead to 
a correct ransformed program. Notice though, that since the proof of Theorem 4.2 is not 
a constructive one, we have not obtained a criterion to establish whether a given subtree 
of Zc(p.,~) is of type %. Proving such a result is very similar to proving that a computation 
rule is complete. Again, it involves induction. An example of this proof for the N-queens 
problem can be found in Bruynooghe t aL (1986), for the Sieve of Eratosthenes in 
Bruynooghe t al. (1988). As yet, a general proof-procedure has not been developed. 
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5. Discussion and Further Work 
In this final section we want to compare our method to some existing techniques for 
the specification of control rules and the transformation f programs according to them. 
We also discuss the major advantages and drawbacks of the method and briefly touch 
upon further esearch. 
A lot of work has been done on the development of Horn-clause programming 
languages that contain additional language features to control the execution of programs. 
In this evaluation of instantiation-based computation rules, IC-Prolog (Clark et al., 1982) 
and MU-Prolog (Naish, 1985b) are the examples we will mostly refer to. 
In these languages, annotations, declarations or builtin recta-predicates are made 
available to the programmer to control the order in which clauses and goals are selected 
for expansion at runtime. Clauses for which no control is specified will be executed under 
the standard computation rule, meaning that the order in which goals and clauses occur 
in the program remains important and that the program keeps a procedural interpreta- 
tion. This is a first major difference with instantiation-based computation rules. Here, the 
order of the goals in the clauses of P has no impact on the programs execution, with the 
exception of those procedures executed under computation mode solve. Therefore, a 
higher degree of separation between the logic and the control component of the program 
has been obtained. 
Next, the way in which the selection of goals is controlled in languages, such as 
IC-Prolog and MU-Prolog, is by delaying the expansion of certain parts of the computa- 
tion under certain conditions. The parts of the computation that are delayed can vary 
from: 
1. one single call (e.g.: T in IC-Prolog, 'Geler' in Prolog II; Colmerauer, 1982), over 
2. every call to a specified procedure (e.g.: 'Wait' in MU-Prolog), to 
3. the entire computationaI process activated by a single call (e.g.: '?' or '~' in 
IC-Prolog). 
As mentioned by Naish (1985b), this is a distinction between local (the first type) and 
global control features. The conditions under which such parts of the computation will be 
delayed can either be: 
1. a specified parameter is uninstantiated (e.g.: '!', 'Geler', 'Triggers'; Warren, 1979), or 
2. a specified parameter would become further instantiated if a resolution step with a 
call belonging to the part of the computation that is being controlled would be 
performed (e.g.: 'Wait', '?' or '^'). 
This second distinction is one between control features that can be executed statically 
(testing whether a parameter is Var) and those that need dynamical tests (performing a 
resolution step to detect whether a variable becomes instantiated). 
Given any one of the control features above, it is impossible to obtain identical 
computational flows by means of instantiation-based computation rules for all possible 
example programs. The reason is that parts of these programs are still controlled by the 
standard computation rule. Therefore, we can construct examples where the selection of 
goals becomes--at some point during the computation--inconsistent. For instance, if at 
runtime two states of type 
A(g, v), B(v, g, g) . . . .  
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and 
B(v ,  g, g ) ,  A (g ,  v),  . . . 
are controlled by the standard computation rule, the resulting behaviour cannot be 
simulated with a consistent instantiation-based computation rule (unless one of the states 
occurs during the computation of the answer substitutions for a solve goal). However, it 
is unlikely that inconsistencies of the above type constitute deliberate choices of the 
programmer specifying the control rule. They usually correspond to those parts of the 
program he does not want to control explicitly and for this reason are left to be 
controlled by the standard computation rule. 
For control directives of the static type, an explicit control statement can be translated 
into tuples of the Prior relation. For instance, an armored clause of type 
A(.  . .) ~ B(x!  . . . .  ), C(. . .) . . . . .  D(.  " "), 
--where x! has the procedural reading that the goal B(x!  . . . .  ) should be delayed as long 
as x is uninstantiated--will give rise to Prior entries of type 
Prior(B(x_pattern, patterns.e), P(patternp.B)) 
and 
Prior(Q(patternQ.B), B(v, patterns.e), 
where 
x_pattern is any A0-term, different from v, that may occur for the x-parameter during 
the computation, 
P(patternp.n) runs over all A0-instantiation atoms of goals equal to or originating from 
one of the goals C( . . . ) , . . . ,  D(. 9 .), activated by the clause at runtime, and such 
that in some state during the computation they appear in combination with a goal 
matching the Ao-atom B(x_pattern, any, .  . . ,  any) - -a  sufficiently instantiated 
occurrence of B. 
patterne, B is the unique A0-representation for the remaining arguments of the goals 
matching B(x_pattern, any , . . . ,  any). 
Similarly, Q(patternQ.~) runs over all goals descending from C(. " ) , . . . ,  D(. . . )  and 
occurring in combination with a goal matching B(v, any , . . . ,  any) - -an  insufficiently 
instantiated occurrence of B; patterns. Q is the Ao-representation for the remaining 
arguments of these goals matching B(v, any . . . .  , any). 
Actually, it is quite natural that control of this type can be reformulated in terms of 
Prior entries, since the control decisions are exclusively based on the instantiation 
patterns obtained by the goals. Delaying or coroutining calls can only make sense in 
situations where certain goals have arguments which, as yet, are not sufficiently instanti- 
ate& These goals have to be delayed in favour of those that are. 
Control directives of the dynamical type, such as 'Wait', are more difficult to simulate 
by means of instantiation-based computation rules. This is partly because here, the 
instantiation pattern that a goal has already obtained oes not determine whether or not 
it should be delayed. A second cause is that the control provided by 'Wait' declarations 
simultaneously affects the selection of both goals and clauses, while our system only 
allows to control the goal selection. However, since A0-atoms, such as Pred(g.g.v,  
funct(v.v)), may be used in our computation rules--and not just 'var" or 'nonvar '  
specifications for the two arguments of this predicate, as is available in most control 
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languages--the ease with which we can simulate computation rules defined in terms of 
'Wait' declarations i greater than if we were to use 'Geler' or 'Triggers'. Still, a general 
scheme to reexpress control rules, defined in terms of  'Wait' declarations with instantia- 
tion-based computation rules, is hard to find. 
As a final remark, we emphasize that the specification of an instantiation-based 
computation rule can be performed in a much less complex way than by summing up the 
Prior entries for all pairs of X0-atoms that can possibly occur within a same state during 
the execution of the query. In the system we developed, a special meta-interpreter displays 
every reachable state in (a finite part of) the symbolic trace tree and allows the user to 
specify which of the subgoals within each state should be further expanded or solved. 
From these directives, new entries for the Prior and Solve relations are derived and 
stored. So, the user merely has to show the system how the rule should select goals from 
reachable states which are presented by the system itself. This turns the specification of 
the rule into a task which is quite easy to perform. 
Now let us return to the subject of program transformation. As we stated in the 
introduction, most existing transformation methods are strongly related to the UnfoM/ 
Fold technique of Burstall & Darlington (1977). The main power of Unfold~Fold lies in 
its wide applicability. Not only does it fit the compilation of  control rules, but it can also 
be used for loop merging, conversion of almost tail-recursive programs into tail-recursive 
ones and for the application of lemma's. Unfortunately, because of its wide applicability, 
the technique is hard to automate. Significant creativity from the user guiding thc 
transformation is required in a step which is known as Eureka. In terms of Horn clause 
logic, a Eureka consists of the introduction of a new predicate and of Horn clauses 
expressing the relation of this new predicate to existing ones, in such a way that folding 
on these new predicates and clauses will yield new Horn clauses, expressing the desired 
program behaviour. 
Up till now, automation of this step has only been achieved for some limited 
applications of UnfoM/Fold. It is the merit of our method that it eliminates the Eureka 
input on the users behalf for any compilation of a consistent control rule based on 
instantiations of the goals. In the system we developed, the responsibility of the user 
amounts to the specification of the desired computation rule. The introduction of new 
predicates (Eureka) and the folding of a trace tree into the resulting new Horn clauses is 
performed in a completely automatic way by the system. 
Now, let us look at some drawbacks of the method: 
1. If ever the removal of undesired branches or non-trivial splittings of lists by means 
of the catch-all Shuffle procedure are required, it will involve the generation of 
recta-calls in the new program, decreasing its efficiency. 
2. In general, it is hard to prove whether or not a given computation rule is complete. 
3. The correctness proof is not a constructive one, so that it cannot be used to cstablish 
whether the symbolic trace tree has been elaborated up to a sufficiently large depth. 
Bruynooghe t al. (1988) shows that the decrease in the obtained efficiency due to the 
introduction of meta-calls can in some cases be significant. For the Sieve of Eratosthenes 
program we obtain an automatically transformed program which was 4.1 to 12.6 times 
(first 10 to first 80 prime numbers) faster than the original program. However, by 
performing an additional, manual transformation to eliminate the meta-calls--by split- 
ting up lists of similarly instantiated Filter-goals into sublists at compile time---we 
obtained a program with an increase of speed of 77.7 to 79.6 times for the same input 
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compared with the original sieve. For N-lucky-numbers the results are similar. The 
information used for these additional splittings of lists are the parameter bindings 
occurring between the variables in the different subgoals. 
Also Bruynooghe t al. (1988) give a correctness proof showing that the symbolic 
trace tree used in the transformation of Sieve of Eratosthenes had been expanded up to 
a sufficiently large depth. 
In this proof, for each s-similarity class, we use a general abstract representation for 
the structure of all the states in the class and, by structural induction on these 
representations, weshow that starting from any of these classes the expansion of a clause 
of the new program will lead to a state of another s-similarity class. Again, these 
alternative representations include information on the parameter bindings between the 
variables in the subgoals. Obviously, the completeness of the computation rule can be 
obtained as a consequence from this proof (Alternatively, one can interpret he proof as 
showing that the general abstract interpretation is a fixpoint of an abstract interpretation 
process, as discussed in section 3). 
However, the power, and general applicability, of the transformation method escribed 
in this paper results from the way in which the states of subgoals are represented in the 
new program. If these states are merely represented in terms of a list, then the only way 
of enforcing a given computation rule on the program is by scanning the list and, for each 
subgoal, testing whether it has obtained the desired instantiation. Only then, the proper 
subgoal can be selected from the list and expanded or solved. With our representation for 
the states all relevant information on the instantiation patterns of the subgoals in the 
state is revealed in the structure of the new predicate associated to the state. The 
instantiation pattern of a subgoal is determined by the position the subgoal has obtained 
within the new predicate. Therefore, selecting an appropriate subgoal from the state can 
be performed irectly by the unification algorithm. 
The inconvenience of the representation is that it only reveals tatic information on the 
states. It does not contain any information on how the instantiation patterns of the 
subgoals change dynamically throughout the computation. Therefore, occasionally, we 
still need to generate meta-calls to be able to shuffle the right subgoals from one state to 
the next. 
The way the instantiation patterns change dynamically is determined by the bindings 
between the parameters in the subgoals. We claim that if we can find a new representation 
for the states which explicitly reveals both the instantiation patterns and the parameter 
bindings of the subgoals, then the three drawbacks of the method mentioned above can 
be solved. This representation will basically consist of a network of processes (the 
subgoals) and pipes (parameter bindings linking them). A concrete xample is worked out 
in Bruynooghe t al. (1988). Whether there always exists an easily accessible PROLOG 
representation for such networks and whether this is easy to obtain automatically, is still 
subject o further research. 
That this new representation is indeed most promising to deal with the problems in 
Shuffle, the completeness of the computation rule and the determination of the depth 
needed in the trace tree, should be clear from the example clauses in Bruynooghe t aL 
(1988), section 5, and from the correctness proofs for N-queens and Sieve of  Eratosthenes 
in Bruynooghe t al. (1986, 1988). That it also will solve the problem of the undesired 
branches is a consequence of our remark at the end of section 4.5. 
We are indebted to Alan Biermann, the material of his lectures at Vignieux helped us in the 
formalization and automation of our method, to Feliks Kluzniak for useful discussions in an early 
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phase of the project, to W. Lippens, J. Van Gael and B. Krekels for the help at different stages of 
the project. 
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